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TRC had a few good results,
however not as many as we had
hoped for. As always, Sally
Newmarch and Miranda Bennett
led the charge in the Lightweight Women’s category. Sally
won silver in the LW1x, while
Miranda was a close 4th. They
then teamed up to row the
LW2x, which they won gold in.
After that they joined with another South Australian and a
Queenslander to win gold in the
LW4x.
Half of the King’s Cup crew,
which included our own Tim
Donaldson raced the Open
Men’s 4+ with the crew just
missing out on a medal, coming
4th. Our other finalists were the
club-based women. Annelise and
Ashlyn Johnson joined with 2
Murray Bridge girls in the Under
19 Women’s 4x, coming 6th
overall. Our youth women, Kate

Shepherd, Jasmin Meyer, Claire
Swan, Mandy Vishnich, Jemma
Fergusson, Tara Ellis and Bec
Harvey, raced in the Open
Women’s 8+, coming 5th.

gratulations to all TRC rowers
that were selected in the 2004
State Team.
The results of the Interstate Regatta are as follows:

The National Championships
concluded on Sunday with the
Interstate Regatta. TRC was
well represented with rowers
in the Women’s Youth 8+,
Men’s Youth 8+, Women’s
Lightweight Quad and the
King’s Cup.
The WY8+ included TRC rowers Jasmin Meyer, Jemma Fergusson, Ashlyn, Johnson, Annelise Johnson, Mandy Vishnich
and Bec Harvey. The MY8+
included Tom Ellison and Ben
Newbery. The LW4x included
Miranda Bennet and Sally Newmarch and the King’s Cup 8+
included Tim Donaldson. Con-

W1x WA, ACT, TAS (SA 5th)
M1x QLD, NSW, VIC (SA 5th)
WY8+ QLD, NSW, VIC (SA 6th)
MY8+ QLD, VIC, WA (SA 6th)
LW4x SA, QLD, VIC
LM4- TAS, VIC, WA (SA not
entered)
W8+ NSW, WA, VIC (SA not
entered)
M8+ NSW, VIC, QLD (SA 6th)

Sally Newmarch in the LW1x

• Building Renovations now
complete
• Wednesday Coffee Mornings
This issue of The Boatshed Bulletin has been sponsored by

D.B.Travel Pty Ltd
who paid for all printing and postage
Shop 6, 31 North East Road, Collinswood SA 5081

8344 3011

• Thursday is Members’
night
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CAPTAIN’S REPORT
Leigh Chapman

As you will read in this newsletter there has been a lot of activity in rowing circles lately, so I
will be brief.
The re-dedication of the club
was a success, about 100 members family and friends attended
the event which was officially
opened by the Minister for Recreation and Sport and the Lord
Mayor. A plaque was unveiled
commemorating this. A great
deal of work by a small number
of members has been carried out
to make the renovations possible
and all of us as members and the
future members of the club are
the beneficiaries of this, I would
like to say thank you to those
who have been a part of this
project in some way. There is
still work to be done on the
clubrooms, but this will be ongoing. Don’t forget the clubrooms
are now available for hire (see ad
in this newsletter).
As we quickly move toward the
end of the season, it is fitting that

I mention a couple of ‘on water’
matters. Firstly, congratulations
to the senior women of TRC
they have proven themselves to
be the pace setters of rowing in
South Australia. The SASI members in Miranda Bennett and
Sally Newmarch have put solid
performances at the National
Champs as can be seen in the
Nationals report. Although selection is not finalised yet, my
spies tell me that Sally is looking
a very good chance for her 3rd
Olympic Games (an achievement that will be hard to beat).
Miranda I am told is also looking
good for selection in the Lightweight Women's Quad at the
Non-Olympic World Champs.
On a more domestic level we
have seen the club women’s
squad led by Phil Blesing win
their 2nd consecutive Premiership and along the way wining all
Senior 8+ races in 1st, 2nd and
3rd Grades. 6 of these girls
along with Phil were also selected in the state team. Not

only this, but they funded their
own way to Nationals through
some great fundraising efforts—
Great work, Keep it up!!
The Masters Men, led by Roly
Dankbaar have been very competitive in racing, between Riverside, Mannum and Pembroke
Masters the Torrens old boys
are proving hard to beat much of
the time.
The Senior Men, coached by Bob
Cusworth have found it hard this
season to repeat last years performances, due to loss of a number of rowers due to injury as
well as a lack of training, we
hope to see improvements next
season.
WEA Learn To Row courses
continues to be popular in the
community, this also is a great
revenue raiser for the club, thank
you to Dianne DeBellis for her
ongoing work in this area.

TRC REGATTA
The Torrens Rowing Club
Regatta was a huge success.
Many thanks to all those
members (and parents) who
volunteered their time to assist
in running the regatta. Thank you
to Simon Bowen for catering for
the officials. They really look
forward to a great lunch that
Torrens RC provides each
year.
$900 was raised through race
sponsorship. Thank you to the
small number of athletes who
organised race sponsorship.

The prize for the highest $$$
raised through sponsorship went
to Jemma Ferguson who was
presented with a Simply Oarsome voucher generously donated jointly by Martine Elliot
from Simply Oarsome and Anne

Found 2002 State Team Polar
Vest
Lost: Rear Bike Light, taken or
borrowed from a bike at the
Torrens Clubhouse. Please return to Anton Lippis

KEYS AT THE TORRENS CLUBROOMS
"At the March committee meeting, it was decided that security must be tightened to the
clubrooms in town following the renovations. There will now be only 1 access point to the
club, and 3 emergency exits, all locks will be changed and as of 1st April the upstairs section
of the club will be alarmed when unattended, so please do not go upstairs if you don't have
the code. Keys will be distributed to those members who need them and can be obtained
with a $50 deposit to the Captain. Thank you for your understanding in this matter"
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TRC GOES ON CAMP!
In late January the TRC Women’s
Squad had a rowing camp at the
Halliday’s shack on the River. This
was held at Teal Flat, about 30
mins (by car) past Mannum.
With the rowers able to row for
long stretches at a time and the
coaches able to coach from a dinghy, some big improvements were
made. Video footage always seems
to add another dimension, and it
proved to show the girls what
they were doing and how they
could improve. Of course when
you get down to it, these are all
small things that need to be

changed.
There were 16 rowers, 1 cox, 2
coaches, 1 dog and 3 spectators
on camp. With so many people
you can imagine the noise, let
alone the mess that was made.
However the shack seemed to
scrub up alright at the end of it all.
As a bit of cross-training, the girls
had a bi-athlon on the last day.
This is where the 3 spectators
came into it. Leigh Chapman,
Marco Lippis and Mark Sparnon
came up for the last day. So while
the girls were running along the

bank, then jumping off a jetty to
swim back, the ‘spectators’ sat
back with a beer in hand and proceeded to watch and cheer from
the balcony.
All in all good progress was made
and everyone had fun. The camp
culminated with the Annual Mannum Regatta, where the girls met
up with the rest of the club for a
day of racing. There were some
good wins by all.
Bianca Halliday

TRC ANNUAL DINNER
Where: Torrens Rowing Club Boatshed, Torrens Lake
When: Saturday 22nd May 2004 @ 7pm
Dress: Semi-formal / Club Blazer
Cost: $45 adults, $35 students
Includes 1/2 hour pre-dinner drinks, a 3 course meal prepared by acclaimed chef Simon Bowen.
Tickets are selling out fast, so book your seats now. There is a limit of 130 seats, of which only
80 are left.
Cheques can be sent to Anne Lippis, GPO Box 512, Adelaide SA 5001. Please include the number of tickets you want and who’s table you are
on. To pay by credit card, please contact Anne Lippis on 8373 0859 or John Tonkin on 8347 1975.

ENTERTAINMENT BOOKS
The well known Entertainment Books are now available through TRC. These books provide heaps of discounts and 2 for 1 vouchers. They can
be used at many well known restaurants, take away places, cinemas and many other entertainment venues. You only have to use them a couple
of times before they pay for themselves, plus you will be helping raise funds for TRC to purchase new boats and oars. The Entert ainment Books
are $60 and are valid until June 2005.
If you’re interested, please contact Bianca Halliday on 0419 832 873, or just send in your contact details and the number of books with payment
to GPO Box 512, Adelaide SA 5001.
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ROWING AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES IN
ATHENS 2004 - Part 2
Mathew Draper
With some luck (and we
were lucky in Sydney) the event will be a great
one.
That said, the things that I
fear the most as potential
problems, are not the
rowing parts, but coordination aspects of the big
Olympic picture. To me it
seemed that there was a
tendency to leave things
until the last minute, work
like crazy at the end, and
then say "Didn’t we do a
great job?" However, the
Olympic Games are too
big to get away with that.
There are too many competing interests (TV, security, transport, accommodation, catering) to have
anything less than a military style planning, practice and implementation operation. The main
problem is that sport (in
our case rowing) is only
one of the various interests - and because it is the
`Olympics`, all the other
areas are full of experts
who want to put their
expertise on show. For

our sport, this means
always having to fight for
what will make a great
rowing event - as opposed to a great transport, or great logistics
event. My fundamental
and final argument with
the experts is always
that this is the sporting
Olympics, not the accommodation or catering Olympics, so let’s do
what is needed for
sport, and not the other
way around.
The potential for a big
coordination problem is
large, witness the whole
German team pulling
out because of food poisoning, but on the sporting side we have a
chance. FISA is working
full steam behind the
scenes to come up with
plans to cope with any
eventuality. They are
talking about the big
coordination issues with
Canoeing because we
have to share the venue

and I am sure also with
ATHOC about the Regatta programming . We
can also be certain the
rowing event has a
good chance to get the
best of everything because Dennis Oswald is
the head of the Coordination Commission - the
IOC subcommittee that
is in charge of Games
preparations. What ever
you think about Dennis
Oswald, one thing is
clear - he is a rower at
heart and will make sure
that rowing gets what it
needs to have a great
event.
The event at Schinias
was a valuable learning
experience for the
Greek organising committee. With the Olympics less than 1 year
away there is time to
get organised and book
your seats and reserve a
hotel. I’m sure it will be
a crazy circus in some
respects, but from the

TORRENS ROWING CLUB
FUNCTION ROOM FOR HIRE
Are you looking for a venue for yourself, family or friend for a:
•

Birthday

•

Corporate event

•

Or Wedding

Find out what we can do for you —Special members prices apply!
Contact Anton 0415 795 879 or www.torrensrowingclub.com/facilities

sports side, it will
work well.
If you plan to go, some
tips.
1. Book early and book
a hotel where the
transport connections
are good. The hotel
should not be south or
west of Athens. Best is
east or north. Otherwise you will spend
hours in traffic. Driving
in Athens is a nightmare to be avoided.
2. Buy bottled water
and take it to the
venue.
3. Bring sunscreen, hat
and mosquito repellent. 4. Be patient. Everything takes longer
and is very frustrating.
5. Since the Euro introduction, nothing is
cheap, plus around the
Olympics, prices will
creep up for sure , so
have some reserve
cash.
Thanks for the chance
to tell you a few stories. If I get further
information that’s interesting I will forward
that on.
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REOPENING OF TORRENS LAKE CLUBROOMS
As many of you would be aware, TRC had it’s official
reopening of the renovated clubrooms in late February.
There was a very good turnout for this event, with
approximately 100 members, family, friends and guests
attending.
The official opening of the clubrooms was commemorated by the unveiling of a plaque by the Minister for
Recreation, Sport & Racing, Mr Michael Wright and the
Lord Mayor, Mr Michael Harbison. Speeches were made
by the Minister for Recreation, Sport & Racing, the Lord
Mayor, SARA President, Mr Lindsay Southcott and our
Captain, Leigh Chapman.
Everyone had a good time and even seemed to catch up
with old rowing friends they hadn’t seen for a while.
The balcony seemed to be the biggest success, with
crowds of people standing there trying to get a glimpse
of our new view (minus the tree).
The new colour scheme brightens up the clubrooms,
the change rooms have been fully tiled, the new bar
definitely proved to be a success on the night and the
new kitchen stood it’s first test. The next will be the
annual dinner for 130 people.
We must say a big thank you to Simon and Sally Bowen
for preparing, cooking and serving all the food.

Members and friends enjoying the new facilities

The unveiling of the plaque by Lord Mayor, Michael Harbison and the Minister for
Rec & Sport, Mr Michael Wright
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YOUNG BUCKS TEACH OLD DOGS NEW TRICKS
If you are wondering
why Torrens Masters,
Bill Carey, Rob
Curkpatrick, Ian
Robertson and Roly
Dankbaar are rowing
with furrowed brows, it
may be that they are
focusing on the
numerous rowing tips
they were given at the
recent clinic run for
masters over six weeks
at West Lakes, Torrens
Lake and Murray Bridge.
Along with 54 masters
from other SA rowing

clubs, they were put
through their paces in
eight dynamic rowing
sessions coached by
some of Torrens’ finest
young rowers Mark
Sparnon, Marco Lippis
and Megan Campbell.
Traditionally, masters
are given little coaching
in their clubs, so there
was an immense
generation of cohesion,
enthusiasm and goodwill
between rowers from
many clubs. Bill said,
"Despite the early start,

the coaching at Murray
Bridge from speedboats
was immediately
beneficial. It was great
for an ‘old bastard like
me’ to update my
knowledge and improve
(I hope) my rowing
technique."
Torrens Rowing Club,
along with Murray
Bridge, Riverside and
Pembroke gave
tremendous
support with
equipment for which we
were most grateful.

An unforeseen benefit of
the clinic has been the
numerous cross-club
friendships that have
been formed.
I thoroughly enjoyed
organizing this event and
was stunned by the
numbers who attended.
The 2005 Masters
Summer Rowing Clinic,
to run in January, is
already on the drawing
board and will publicised
in September.
Any masters are able to
take part.
Roly Dankbaar

ROWING TECHNIQUE TIPS - HEART RATE TRAINING ZONES
In rowing there is an internationally
accepted training classification system in
which work intensities are divided into
6 categories: U3, U2, U1, AT, TR & AN.
‘U’ stands for Utilisation of oxygen, ‘AT’
is anaerobic threshold, ‘TR’ stands for
transport and ‘AN’ stands for Anaerobic. The
Classification % Max Heart following
Rate (bpm)
table shows
the heart
U3
65 - 75
rate zones
U2
76 - 82
for each
U1
83 - 88
category.
AT

89 - 92

TR

93 - 100

AN

> 100

If you don’t
know your

maximum heart rate, you can usually use 220
minus your age as a guide. Otherwise you
could use the following chart and stick to
rating instead of heart rates.
Boat
Type

Race
Rating

U3 U2

U1

AT

TR

AN

1x/2-

34

1618

1819

1923

2327

2734

>34

2x/4/4+

36

1618

1820

2024

2428

2836

>36

4x/8+

38

1618

1822

2226

2630

3038

>38

Each year of training revolves around one
major competition at which you want to

peak. As a general rule as you
get closer to that competition,
the work load decreases, but
intensifies. Therefore you
would be doing more TR and
AN work and less U3 and U2
work. As a guide during the 6-8
weeks before the competition
you should be doing 53% of
your training at U3/U2, 31% at
U1, 4% at AT, 10% at TR and
2% at AN. And for the preparation phase during Winter you
should be doing 81.5% at
U3/U2, 8% at U1, 6% at AT, 4%
at TR and 0.5% at AN.
From: Level 2 Coaching Course
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EVENTS
2004
MARCH
Thursday Members’ Nights 6pm
Wednesday Coffee Mornings 7-9am
APRIL
MAY
22 TRC Annual Dinner
JUNE

TRC is running a footy tipping
competition during Winter. It costs
$22 ($1 per round) to enter and
there are prizes for 1st, 2nd and
3rd at the end of the year, as well
as weekly prizes.
To enter all you have to do is visit
http://yahoo.footytips.com.au and
sign yourself up for an account and
‘join’ the TRC footy tipping
competition. The password is
torrensrc. If you have any queries,
contact Bianca Halliday on 0419
832 873 or webmaster
@torrensrowingclub.com

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF BOATSHED BULLETIN?
Any and all comments, criticisms and/or suggestions are very much appreciated.
Send all feedback to newsletter@torrensrowingclub.com or call the editor on 0411 774 536
Photos and articles are also welcome.

TORRENS WOMEN SCOOP THE POOL AT 1st GRADES
The Torrens Women took
nearly all the medals on
offer at the 1st Grade
State Championships in
early February. It was a
scorching hot weekend,
and that’s not only the
weather, but the racing as
well.

Jasmin Meyer, Kate
Sheppard, Claire Swan and
Bianca Halliday. These girls
had been training all year
for this event and it
seemed to pay off, beating
their nearest rival,
Walford, by about 3 boat
lengths.

In 44 degree weather, TRC
took all of the sweep
medals on offer: W2-,
W4-, W8+, YW2-, YW4and JW2-. We also won
the LW1x and the LW2x
thanks to Sally Newmarch
and Miranda Bennett.

Of course we can’t forget
to mention Ashlyn
Johnson, who was training
all year, only to be struck
down by a virus a week
before
the
State
Championships. So in
some ways you could say
that TRC had an unfair
advantage with 10 people
in the boat instead of 9.

The W8+ consisted of Bec
Harvey (cox), Tara Ellis,
Jemma Fergusson, Mandy
Vishnich, Annelise Johnson,

These girls then split up

into various combinations
to go on to win the other
sweep events in the
smaller boat classes.
Sally and Miranda continue
to show everyone why
they are vying for Olympic
selection with Sally winning
the LW1x and then

doubling up with Miranda to
win the LW2x.
Unfortunately our boys
couldn’t repeat the
performance from last year
due to injuries during the
off-season and a lack of
training.

Torrens Rowing Club

From the Secretary
My name is David Neall and I have assumed the position of Secretary of the
Torrens Rowing Club. I joined the club in
1967, rowing various lightweight, maiden
and junior classes, leading to my appointment as captain in 1978.
My thanks and appreciation to our immediate past secretary, Helen Sheppard for
the excellent manner and due diligence
she applied to the position.
My aim is to regularly communicate with
you – the members, and give you a
greater sense of involvement and hopefully commitment and contribution towards the goals and objectives we have
set ourselves.
The refurbishment of the Club has meant
the “rebirth” of the club in our second
century. Such an undertaking has of
course meant that our Club now has a
sizeable, but manageable debt, which must
be repaid at the earliest opportunity

Enhancing on the communication theme, I
propose to inform you of matters as discussed at Club Management Committee
meetings. I also propose to brief you on
SARA matters through our Delegate’s
report from the SARA General Committee meetings. Both bodies represent the
“sharp end” of rowing and you need to be
kept informed.
Your management group has a goal to
grow the membership base, therefore
attracting more revenue and making
inroads on our financial burden.
I believe it is a fair call to say that the
enhanced facilities now on offer need to
be used more and made to work harder.
One way is to market the facility to
outside functions, which our Function
Manager, Anton Lippis is already making
excellent progress.

Committee Meetings
2nd Monday of the month
7.30pm at the Clubrooms

Next meetings
19 April
10 May
The 2003-2004 Committee
President:: Ian Russell
Captain: Leigh Chapman
Vice-Captain: Matt Allanson
Treasurer: Anne Lippis
Secretary: David Neall
Coachs’ Rep: Phil Blesing
General Committee

Leigh Chapman captain@torrensrowingclub.com
BoatShed Bulletin newsletter@torrensrowingclub.com

GPO Box 512
ADELAIDE 5001
Victoria Drive, Adelaide
Military Road, West Lakes
Email: newsletter@torrensrowingclub.com

TRC
Bucket Hat
Be sun smart with our
new brand of bucket
hat.

$16.50

TRC
T-shirt
Snug or loose fitting

We’re on the Web!
www.torrensrowingclub.com

$22

Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

Judith Lea, Shirley Willis,
Banca Halliday, Dianne
DeBellis, Marco Lippis.
Building Commissioner: Luigi
Lippis

CENTENARY

FUNCTION

BOOKLET

ROOM

100 YEARS OF
ROWING
HISTORY
$5

TRC Club
Hat
Traditional peaked Hat
with Club logo

$27.50

For Hire

Contact
Anton
0415 795 879

Do you have something to sell?
The BoatShed Bulletin is read by more
than 150 rowers
and supporters.
Contact the Editor
for the next issue.

